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AUSTRALIAN ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
FOR SUSTAINABLE BUILDINGS

BUILDING
SUSTAINABILITY

WHO IS
RENYI?

WHAT
RENYI DOES?

OUR
ACCREDITATIONS

As Australia’s specialists in sustainable
building design solutions, Renyi
engineering consultants work closely
with building owners, property
developers, builders, architects and
design teams, addressing the key criteria
associated with ecologically sustainable
development.

Renyi’s range of sustainable building
consultancy services has been devised to
bridge the gap between design and ‘asbuilt’ building performance.

Renyi’s concepts of quality and
environmental responsibility are deeply
engrained within our values and culture.
We are committed to maintaining
excellence in environmentally sustainable
building consultancy services, with our
accreditations being a big part of who
we are.

What is it and what does it mean for you?

Renyi are proud to hold the following
accreditations:

Renyi are proud of our commitment to ecological design, offering
tailored building solutions that yield numerous environmental and
financial benefits for our clients.

We take pride in utilising the latest
technology to provide pragmatic design
solutions that satisfy the Australian
compliance codes of sustainable
construction. Our expertise spans
across all phases of each project, from
conceptual design and construction to
project hand-over.
Renyi’s design philosophy embraces a
totally integrated and scientific approach
to green construction. We work closely
with clients and designers to achieve
the ultimate goal of optimising the
environmental sustainability of each and
every project.
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As industry leaders, Renyi consults
with architects, builders and designers
from day one of the development
design process, offering cost effective,
environmental building solutions to
meet with mandatory Australian building
compliance codes.
Renyi are building science experts,
offering the latest solutions and advance
technological systems to optimise
building performance through energy
and water usage, waste management
and ventilation systems. We are
dedicated to achieving higher Green
Star ratings for each project, ultimately
reducing running costs for the life of the
building.

A sustainable building is described as a structure or development
that uses minimal natural resources to both construct and operate.
Sustainable buildings help to reduce wastage of natural resources and
carbon emissions over the life cycle of the building by increasing the
efficiency of the way in which sites use energy, water and materials.

• NABERS - Accreditation
• BASIX and NaTHERS Cert IV - 		
Accreditation
• Green Building Council of Australia Accreditation & Active Member

The environmental benefits of sustainable construction include
improved air and water quality, the reduction of waste and
enhancement of ecosystems. These eco-friendly buildings conserve
and restore natural resources, reducing green house gas emissions to
minimise our carbon footprint.
Furthermore, with sustainable buildings comes economic advantage
and working with our consultants, clients are able to reap numerous
financial rewards over the life of their development. These savings are
due to factors that are influenced by ecological design, such as vastly
reduced operating costs, improved occupant productivity and enhanced
asset value.
Renyi’s commitment to providing desirable, green building solutions to
developments throughout Australia is second to none. Our sustainable
building services are key in constructing ultra modern, cost effective and
eco-friendly buildings without undermining the integrity, stability and
beauty of the natural surrounding environment.

With engineering expertise that spans
across numerous sectors and building
types, Renyi greatly contributes to the
environmental stability and operational
efficiency of buildings across Australia.
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SERVICES OVERVIEW
Sustainable HVAC Consultation

Alternative Design Engineering

The Sustainable HVAC Consultation service is key when designing and
constructing a development of any size. Factors such as heating, ventilation
and insulation systems must be meticulously investigated with the goal of
providing thermal comfort solutions to minimise ecological impact.

Renyi pride ourselves on thinking outside the box when presented with the
various engineering challenges of ecologically sustainable structures. Hence,
we have developed an Alternative Design Engineering service, applying
various design methodology, judgement and practical knowledge to enhance
environmental design.

Sustainable Façades Consultation

Value Engineering Management

Renyi believe in sustainable design that is both architecturally appealing
and environmentally functional. Our Sustainable Façade Consultation is
a specialised service offering solutions in the development of thermally
efficient façades. We take into account factors such as passive ventilation,
air-flow and smart solar control measures to optimise energy efficiency and
thermal comfort.

Our Value Engineering Management service has been implemented to
improve environmental functionality through optimal design evaluation.
We undertake a professional approach to finding a balance between
ecological impact and practical usage of buildings, providing our clients with
cost effective building design solutions that offer financial benefits for years
to come.

Sustainable Code Compliance

Renewable Energy –
Photovoltaics Consultation

Our Sustainable Code Compliance service ensures that each client meets
their compulsory building sustainability obligations with minimum fuss. Using
our in-depth building compliance knowledge, we provide the necessary
reports required for an efficient council Development Approval (DA) and PostOccupancy Certification process.
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Renyi offer a complete renewable energy consultation service with an
emphasis on photovoltaic solar as the most viable renewable energy solution
for building. With a strong focus on Building Integrated Solar Photovoltaics,
Renyi can identify energy inefficiencies, forming proactive solutions so our
clients reach their sustainability goals, whilst achieving the highest possible
cost savings over the life of their building.
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O U R P R OJ E C T S
SYDNEY CRICKET GROUND
STAGE 2 RE-DEVELOPMENT

SICEEP – DARLING HARBOUR
DEVELOPMENT

Location: Sydney

Location: Sydney

Builder: A W Edwards

Developer: Lend Lease

Architect: COX

Architect: HASSELL+Populous

Cost: $161 Mil

Cost: $1 Billion

Completion: 2014

Completion: 2016

Scope: Provided BCA JV3 compliance certification for the building
envelope and natural ventilation recommendations such as louvre
openings and skylight area for the entry area.

Scope: Provided value-engineering solutions to improve the energy
performance of the façade and HVAC design for the Convention, Exhibition
and Theatre buildings.

Outcome: Achieved BCA compliance for the envelope design and
facilitated cost saving of approximately $80,000 for the naturally ventilated
entry area.

Outcome: Proposed capital cost savings of approximately $1mil - $3mil
for the developments.

BONDI VUE, MIX-USED
MULTI-RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

MEDIAPOLIS ENTERTAINMENT
PRODUCTION & BROADCAST VENUE

Location: Bondi - NSW, Australia

Location: Singapore

Builder: Hutchinson Builders

Consultant: AECOM and Parsons Brinckerhoff

Completion: 2017

Architect: DP Architects & Maki and Associates, Japan

Scope: Provided BCA compliance certification for the glazing façade.
Undertook BCA JV3 verification certification for the retail level building
fabric.

Cost: $270 Mil

Outcome: Achieved BCA Section J compliance for the envelope design
and facilitated the achievement of architecture design intent.

Completion: 2014
Scope: Provided innovative measures to reduce the AHU’s fan static
pressure in order to minimise the overall air-conditioning energy
consumption of the development.
Outcome: The design solution provided a cost saving of approximately
$1.1 mil from initial design and the project was awarded a Green Mark
Platinum rating.
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O U R P R OJ E C T S
38 ALBERT AVE
MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT

TOP RYDE
SHOPPING CENTRE

Location: Chatswood, Sydney

Location: Ryde, NSW

Builder: Probuild

Builder: Lend Lease

Cost: $72 Mil

Cost: $495 Mil

Completion: 2015

Completion: 2010

Scope: Provided a full BCA JV3 compliance certification for the
building envelope and cost-effective fit-for-purpose glazing design
recommendations for the development.

Scope: Undertook design of a 15MW mechanical cooling system for the
Retail and commercial tower of the development. Using CFD analysis to
develop an effective ventilation system for the basement car parks.

Outcome: Achieved BCA Section J compliance for the envelope design
and facilitated approximately 4 weeks time savings on the construction
program through the implementation of an effective compliance
verification process.

Outcome: Developed a car park ventilation system that is capable of
moving 1,000,000 liters of air per second which facilitate in minimising
carbon monoxide in the space. The alternative system design resulted in
an estimated construction cost savings of $150,000.

TANK STREAM HOTEL
REDEVELOPMENT

363 GEORGE STREET
COMMERCIAL OFFICE TOWER

Location: 34 Hunter Street Sydney CBD

Location: Sydney, Australia

Builder: Probuild

Consultant: Aurecon

Completion: 2015

Client: ISPT Property

Scope: Provided a full BCA JV3 compliance certification for the
building envelope and cost-effective fit-for-purpose glazing design
recommendations for the development.

Size: 28,000 sqm

Outcome: Achieved BCA Section J compliance for the envelope design
and provided appropriate glazing system design recommendations that
resulted in cost savings of approximatively $15,000.

Completion: 2003
Scope: Provided “best-value” design measures such as upgrading light
fixtures, installing motion sensors in fire stairs and proper sub-metering to
improve the NABERS rating ranging from 2.5 to 4.5 stars.
Outcome: Optimal design solution for the 4.5 Star NABERS rating
resulted in a capital cost savings of approximately $120,000.
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O U R P R OJ E C T S
FUSIONOPOLIS 2B
MIXED-USE DEVELOPMENT
Location: Singapore
Builder: Soil-Build
Architect: Dr. Ken Yeang
Cost: $148 Mil
Completion: 2014

Location: Doha, Qatar
Builder: Ashghal
Cost: $720 Mil
Completion: 2017

Scope: Provided design recommendations to naturally ventilate the 15
storey atrium through sensibly placed and adequate sized openings on the
façade.

Scope: Provided recommendations to improve the thermal, and acoustic
performance of the customised, double skinned façade. Some of the
measures included designing the glass at an angle to reduce glare and
specify cavity width dimension to assist in acoustic and thermal treatment.

Outcome: Design solution provided a cost saving of approximately
$60,000 and the project was awarded a Green Mark Platinum rating.

Outcome: The design solution facilitated cost saving of approximately
$150,000 from the original design.

TAMAR CENTRAL GOVERNMENT
LEGISLATIVE COMPLEX

YAS NIGHT CLUB

Location: Hong Kong
Builder: Gammon
Architect: Rocco
Cost: $680 Mil
Completion: 2011
Scope: Provided energy efficient HVAC system design recommendations
to improve the occupancy comfort and energy savings for the
development.
Outcome: The design solution facilitated the project in achieving the
highest rating, Platinum award - HK BEAM.
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LUSAIL ARTSCAPE

Location: Abu Dhabi
Developer: Sky Management
Architects: Sari el Khazen Architechs
Size: 2,500 sqm
Completion: 2013
Scope: Undertook ESTIDAMA Pearl energy assessment and provided cost
effective thermal insulation and HVAC system design recommendations
aimed at reducing the energy consumption of the entertainment venue.
Outcome: The project achieved a 18% energy improvement from the
original design by adopting the design measures.
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